Variations in flow and intraalveolar pressure during jet ventilation: theoretical and experimental analysis.
Alteration in flow and pressure in a chest-lung model during jet ventilation was studied from a theoretical and experimental standpoint. The model consisted of a stiff box, with an inserted cast of the bronchial tree, simulating either normal or low compliance of the human chest-lung. Airway resistances in the model could be altered. A constant driving flow (Vd) was applied through the opening of the trachea at various rates. The driving flow drew in a constant flow (entrained flow = Ve) and increased the box pressure (PA), which in turn induced an increasing back flow (Vr). Vd, Ve-Vr and PA were measured. Theoretical analysis of time variation in box pressure showed a monoexponential pattern which was confirmed experimentally. Tr, the time at which back flow and entrained flow become equal could be predicted taking the physical characteristics of the experimental set-up and the values of Vd and Ve into account. Tr values depended mainly on the compliance of the experimental set-up. Increasing the resistances was found to reduce Ve. In practice, the efficiency of jet ventilation for gas exchange at a frequency below 4 Hz is known to be mainly related to the volume of gas flowing in the trachea towards the alveoli. This efficiency generally depends on the values of Tr and the inspiratory period (TI). A value of TI less than or equal to Tr will thus improve the jet ventilation efficiency.